
The way  
we pay
Cash is still king  
of convenience
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A typical visit to us can vary 
dramatically, whether it’s popping 
in for a pint of milk, food to feed 
the whole family that evening, 
buying enough to cater for a party 
or picking up a parcel and a bite 
to eat. Brits tend to shop with us 
19 times every three months 
(on average), making The Co-op 
the most visited food store in 
the country.^

Our past reports have shown the changing 
ways in which consumers shop, with 
60% opting for little and often top up 
shops compared with a ‘big shop’ at a 
supermarket. This report, the third in our 
Convenience Report series, further reveals 
the way in which we shop, focusing on 
the many non-food related reasons that 
shoppers have to visit us, as well as the 
ever-evolving ways in which we pay. 

Yes, we work hard to deliver a great range 
of food products, and sales continue to 
prove that we are getting that right. But 
our expanding services, such as parcel 
collection points, will be a huge footfall 
driver for us over the coming years.

It is important that we develop products and 
services that are tailored to our customers’ 
evolving lifestyles. Online food shopping 
and convenience retailing now complement 
one another, as more shoppers use their 
local stores to supplement their main online 
shop. Over the next two years, we have an 
opportunity to build on this.

With a store in every postcode area, 
we’re in a unique position to be in the 
heart of the community’s everyday lives, 
all over the country. So as we look to the 
future, we expand our offering to provide 
our customers with more products and 
services, reinforcing our ambition to be 
Britain’s number one convenience retailer.

STEVE MURRELLS
RETAIL CHIEF EXECUTIVE,  
THE CO-OPERATIVE GROUP

MORE THAN JUST A TOP-UP SHOP

^Most Visited Food Store – Information – Kantar Worldpanel Data February 2016.





Despite the hype from tech giants and bank card issuers the world 
over, who would have us believe that we don’t need to carry cash 
in this society, our data and industry insight shows that cash is still 
king when it comes to consumers’ preferred payment methods.

A surprising stat that has accountants and data analysts at The Co-op 
baffled is that, despite the £30 limit on contactless payments, 
consumer behaviour shows that shoppers opt to use the chip & pin 
service, rather than tapping the contactless pad for transactions 
over £10. 

The average basket spend using contactless is £8.66 compared with 
an average of £18.16 when using chip & pin. Similarly, the average 
spend on fuel using contactless is £9.38 compared with £23.28 for 
a chip & pin transaction.** 

A convincing 65% of all transactions at The Co-op are paid for with 
cash, a figure that hasn’t wavered over the last two years and is 
predicted to remain.

THE WAY WE PAY

65%
wouldn’t use mobile 
payments in UK 
grocery stores now*

Concerns  
around security

Would it really  
be more efficient  

than using a card?

Prefer the human  
touch of cashiers

65%
of all transactions paid with cash**

Chip & pin is still by far the most 
popular card payment method: 

Average 
basket spend Contactless Chip & pin

£8.66 £18.16



Our insight shows us that whilst contactless technology is becoming 
more accepted by consumers, trust is still a barrier when making 
a more expensive purchase and contactless loses its appeal as 
soon as the spend gets into double figures. In fact, contactless 
transactions at The Co-op have tripled over the last 12 months and 
that increase is expected to continue. Our latest figures show that 
contactless has topped almost 11 million transactions in a month, 
up 1.4 million (15%) on the previous period. 

However, the wariness factor of high-tech payment methods isn’t set 
to last. Consumers are still confident that the future won’t always 
feature pockets full of change. As our research shows, shoppers 
predict the death of the wallet in 2025, as 65% believe their phone 
will be all they need to pay for daily goods in the future.†

Food-to-Go is the most popular range paid for by contactless!

% of card transactions processed via contactless**

Region Food Fuel Total

North

Central

South

National

28.64%

32.65%

36.77%

32.12%

18.31%

18.52%

22.97%

20.21%

28%

37.76%

35.62%

31.35%

65%
2025†believe their phone will be 

all that’s needed to pay by

Cheryl Marshall, Retail Chief Information Officer at The Co-op Food says: 

It takes a while for consumers to trust 
modern technology. For that reason 
cash is still king as people enjoy carrying 
money. However, we predict that by 
2025, mobile payments will overtake 
cards and cash.

“

*The Co-op Talking Shop Insight Program.
**The Co-op Payments Data February 2016.
†Atomik Research commissioned for The Co-op Food.
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As the online shopping industry continues to grow at a 
phenomenal rate, we are presented with an opportunity to 
be a further source of convenience for our customers. With longer 
working hours and an increase in single-household living, 
online shopping is the perfect solution for time-poor 
professionals who won’t be at home to receive their deliveries. 
The only drawback for the timesaver, the ‘sorry we missed you 
card’ that’s posted through the door whilst you were at work.

To combat the issue and drive footfall into our stores, 
we launched the myHermes ParcelShop service as a pilot 
scheme in 2015 with great success. So much so that we’ll 
be rolling the service out to over 400 stores nationwide in 
the next six months. We also have 274 in-store Post Offices, 
driving footfall, with more in the pipeline. 

PARCEL POWER,  
A GROWING OPPORTUNITY

Chris Whitfield, The Co-op’s Retail and Logistics Director, said: 

As a community retailer, we are committed 
to enhancing the communities in which we 
operate. The successful pilot scheme we ran last 
year clearly demonstrated that the myHermes 
ParcelShop service is used and appreciated by 
many of our customers and so we are delighted 
to extend it to many more stores.

It yet again demonstrates how online and 
convenience shopping are mutually supportive. 
As well as visiting their local Co-op store 
to send and collect parcels, many busy 
consumers top up their online shop by 
purchasing food on an almost daily basis.”

The service gives new and existing customers, including 
members, a reason to supplement or make a trip to one of 
our stores. It generates incremental footfall and associated 
spend with customers taking the opportunity to shop for 
fresh food and groceries whilst dropping off or collecting 
parcels. Our research suggests that many customers are 
likely to shop at the same time as managing their online orders. 

“

2015 2016

400+

We’re rolling out myHermes 
ParcelShops nationwide

Pilot 
scheme 

launched

Amazon

145

myHermes 
ParcelShop

11

Further services available  
in The Co-op Food stores:

Post Offices

268 6
In store Standalone

ATMs

2397



Due to the basket spend in our stores, we predict that the 
anticipated ‘death of the wallet’ will materialise within 
the next decade. Instead, mobile payments will begin to 
be more prominent once consumers trust the method. 
The current trend resembles how consumers responded to 
contactless, which is now second nature to many shoppers. 

As the convenience market evolves, 
it’s not only quick till 
points and a great range 
of products that will drive 
customers through the 
doors. In-store services 
that make consumers’ 
lives easier are predicted 
to become more 
prominent, and we’re 
ready to lead the way. 

PREDICTIONS FOR  
THE FUTURE

Cash is king – 65% of transactions at The Co-op are 
paid in cash, a figure that hasn’t wavered over the last 
two years and is predicted to remain.

Average basket spend doubles for chip & pin 
payments vs contactless with no explanation as 
to why due to the £30 contactless limit.

However, contactless payments have tripled within 
the last year with 11 million transactions being made 
within the last month – 1.4 million (15%) up on the 
previous period.

Although 25% of consumers will consider using their 
phones to pay in future, currently 65% claim they 
aren’t interested; the main barrier being customers not 
understanding how it’s quicker than contactless payments.

 An increase in online shopping has benefited our 
convenience offering. Services such as myHermes 
ParcelShop and Click & Collect are driving consumers 
into our stores. myHermes ParcelShop is set to roll 
out in over 400 more stores this year after the success 
of the initial launch. A huge opportunity for convenience 
over the next two years.

REPORT 
HIGHLIGHTS

PAY
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